1. Marco measured the distance that the turtles at the pet store could walk in 5 seconds. He made a line plot of the data he recorded. Use the line plot to answer the questions.

   a. How many turtles did Marcos record?

   b. How many turtles walked further than 52 cm in 5 seconds?

   c. How many turtles walked 50 cm in 5 seconds?

2. The grocery store manager measured the heights of some cereal boxes before putting them on the shelf. He measured the following heights, in centimeters: 20, 21, 24, 20, 23, 21, 22, 24, 22, 24, 23, 22, 20, 22.

   a. Create a line plot of the data.

   b. How many boxes measure less than 22 cm high?

   c. What height has the most cereal boxes? How many boxes?

   d. How many boxes are at least 22 cm tall?